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explaining our tokenomics

we use tokenomics to estabilish token liqudity and generate funds for marketing and future
development our project.

TOTAL SUPPLY:
1.000.000 SKELETON

max wallet size: 2% of total supply

3% TO LP
6% TO DEVELOPMENT

3% TO LP
6% TO DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING AND TEAM FUNDS ARE COLLECTED THROUGH SWAP AND LIQUIFY CONTRACT
SELLS.
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explaining our tokenomics
the top holder wallets explanation

one of the main utilities in our project is the staking platform

the staking platform has it's own liqudity pool which contains skeleton tokens.
this is a big holder wallet.
address:
0xeaecdd0ee98e4ebdb64e6c5537052558769fa574
the other big wallet is the staked token by the holders together. address:
0xc546426c39a9a6e60c5ac1f2475612a75f941577
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DEFISKELETONS CONTRACT

CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0xb0688E82D162Df5288A0D986DfFd4CF80AFb7897

CONTRACT CREATOR:
0x170893366Fd002E37b3a2100FAc72880BA42f10D
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defiskeletons dapps - rule crypto!

our defi dashboard.
defiskeletons offers huge line of applications to holders and also for non holders.
skeletonswap: our hot wallet and swap with exchange integrations
staking platform: our platform to stake skeleton tokens wit apy 250!
quicswap powered by flooz: a quick swap to trade tokens on bsc
portfolio tracker: unique portfolio tracker with live price updates
watchlist: live up to date watclist to check your investmemnt
rug checker: analyze tokens before you buy with our honeypot scanner and contract analyzer
multichart: follow up to 6 token chart live up to date and don't miss the actions!
crypto with fiat: buy cryptocurrency with bank card
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ROADMAP (rev.02)

CONTRACT CREATION *
CREATE WHITEPAPER *
CREATE SOCIALS *
LAUNCH WEBSITE *
LAUNCH SKELETONSWAP *
BUILD COMMUNITY *
LIST ON VOTING PLATFORMS *
START MARKETING
UPDATE ON BSC SCAN *
launch staking platform *
launch skeleton nft on opensea *
500 HOLDERS
LISTING ON COINGECKO
launch staking platform 2 (bnb-busd interest)
2000 HOLDERS
launch skeleton dapps *
LAUNCH DEFISKELETONS NFT
LISTING COINMARKETCAP
10K+ HOLDERS
LOGO IN TRUST WALLET
FIRST PARTNERSHIPS WITH MAIN EXCHANGES
LAUNCH SKELETONSWAP MOBILE WALLET APP
launch skeleton blockchain
launch staking platform 3 (skeleton gas fee token)
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our links

website: https://www.defiskeletons.com
telegram announcements: https://t.me/defiskeletonsannouncements
telegram community: https://t.me/defiskeletons
dapps: https://dapp.defiskeletons.com/dashboard
twitter: https://twitter.com/DefiSkeletons?t=ubKdRHrms1_TdFz0kNkNig&s
discord: https://discord.gg/GfWd2SwezV
youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_ijlZtYsMU9S4T1FFZjkZA
defiskeletons nft: https://opensea.io/collection/defiskeletons
linktree: https://linktr.ee/defiskeletons
contract: https://bscscan.com/token/0xb0688e82d162df5288a0d986dffd4cf80afb7897
cyberscope audit: https://github.com/coinscope-co/audits/blob/main/skeleton/audit.pdf
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DISCLAIMER
Please read the entirety of this “disclaimer” section carefully. Nothing here constitutes legal, financial, business or tax
advice and you should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s) before engaging in any
activity in connection herewith.
Neither defiskeletons, any of the project team members, nor any service provider shall be liable for any kind of direct or
indirect damage or loss whatsoever which you may suffer in connection with accessing this White paper, the website at
https://defiskeletons or any other websites or materials published by the company.
Nature of the White paper: This document is issued by defiskeletons.
It is a conceptual paper that is envisaged to form the basis for the establishment and creation of a crypto economic token
to be known as defiskeletons ($skeleton).
The White paper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus,
an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item or asset
(whether digital or otherwise).
The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship.
There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or
undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Where the White paper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the Company, the
Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the team have not independently verified the accuracy or completion of such
information.
Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the White paper or the Website may become outdated as a
result; and defiskeletons is under no obligation to update or correct this document in connection therewith.
defoskeletons is not acting in the capacity as a financial advisor or fiduciary of any person
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